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Motivation and Overview

 Structured overlay networks (SON) are a good choice for
designing peer-to-peer networks
 SON provide self-organization, efficient routing, full reachability,

fault-tolerance, full decentralization, etc.
 In order to build Grid systems, peer-to-peer networks offer better

support for load-balancing, replication, failure recovery, and other
advantages

 We show how to do ring maintenance for a SON in the case of
eventually perfect failure detection (false suspicions are
possible, i.e., temporary failures)
 We maintain lookup consistency, with the single limitation that

lookups may be temporarily unavailable
 We use a relaxed ring, in which temporary “branching structures”

may exist, and for which joining and leaving can be done
atomically by interactions between pairs of nodes
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Context of the Work

 This work is done as part of the first year of the SELFMAN project on
self management of large-scale distributed systems (see www.ist-
selfman.org) and the EVERGROW project on complexity and large-
scale distributed systems

 We have implemented the relaxed ring in the P2PS library and we
have built a visualization tool to observe its behavior
 We will give future results from simulation and real execution

 The P2PS library will be the basis for building decentralized services
(storage and transactions) and applications using them
 In the second and third years of SELFMAN
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Ring Topology

P2PS using fingers from Tango protocol

Ring

Fingers
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SON Self-Maintenance

 In a SON based on a ring structure, self-
organization is done using a two-level
technique
 The ring ensures connectivity: it must always exist

despite joins, leaves, and failures

 The fingers provide efficient routing: they can be
temporarily in an inconsistent state
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Challenges

 Ring maintenance is not a trivial issue
 Peers joining and leaving at any time

 Peers crashing are like peers leaving without
respecting any protocol

 Temporarily broken links create false suspicions
in failure detection

 Crucial properties to be guaranteed
 Lookup consistency

 Ring connectivity
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Existing Solutions

 Chord (the canonical ring)
 Join and leave are not atomic; simultaneous “joins”

introduce temporary inconsistencies
 Needs periodic stabilization

 DKS and other locking-based systems
 Atomic join and leave based on locks
 They require the agreement of three nodes (two of the

three must be locked)
 Failures on nodes holding locks generate delays in the

protocol (inefficient)
 Lookup consistency relies on gentle leaves so it is not fault-

tolerant (works only with perfect failure detection, does not
work with imperfect (Internet-style) failure detection)
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The Relaxed-Ring Architecture

 Do not synchronize more than 2 nodes at a time in a
decentralized environment
 For a join, instead of one step involving 3 peers, we have two steps

each involving 2 peers → we do not need locking

 Invariant: Every peer is in the same ring as its successor
 A peer can never indicate another peer as the responsible node

(a peer knows only its own responsibility, which starts with the
key of the predecessor + 1)
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Example of a Relaxed Ring

 It looks like a ring with
“bushes” sticking out

 The bushes appear only if
there are failure suspicions
 Usually the ring is not as

bushy as in this example!

 There always exists a
perfect ring (in red) as a
subset of the relaxed ring

 The relaxed ring is always
converging toward a
perfect ring
 The number of bushes

existing at any time
depends on the churn
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The Join Algorithm

 joining peer q requests a
lookup for its key

 q sends the join
message to its successor
candidate r

 r accepts new pred and
sends reference p to q

 q contacts p to inform
that is its new succ
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The Joining Feedback Loop

 Model algorithm as a feedback loop
 Feedback loops are the primitive concept of self-managing systems

 Boxes are concurrent components, arrows are asynchronous message flows

 Events perturbing the stability of the ring are constantly monitored

 Corresponding corrective actions are triggered

At one node

Rest of system (network and other nodes)
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The Join Algorithm

upon event <join | q> do
   if succ = nil then
       send <try_later | self> to q
   else
       if betterPredecessor(q) then
           oldp := pred
           pred := q
           send <join_ok | oldp,self,succlist> to q
       else if (i < pred) then
           send <goto | pred> to q
       else
           send <goto | succ> to q
       end if
   end if
end event
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The Join Algorithm

upon event <join_ok | p, r, sl> do
   succ := r
   succlist := {r} ∪ sl
   if (pred = nil) or (p ∈ (pred, self )) then
        pred := p
        send <new_succ | self,succ,succlist> to p
   end if
end event
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The Join Algorithm

upon event <new_succ | q, olds, sl> do
   if (succ = olds) then
        oldsucc := succ
        succ := q
        succlist := {q} ∪ sl
        send <join_ack | self> to oldsucc
   end if
end event
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Lookup Consistency

 Definition: Lookup consistency means that at any
time there is only one responsible for a particular key
k, or the responsible is temporarily not available
 It is not possible to do better in the case of temporary

failures (imperfect failure detection)

 Theorem: The relaxed-ring join algorithm
guarantees consistent lookup at any time in
presence of multiple joining peers
(No network partitioning yet)

 Proof outline: It is impossible that two peers end up
having the same predecessor.
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Failure Recovery

 We cannot assume perfect failure detection

 We assume imperfect failure detection with the
following properties (Internet-style):
 Strongly complete: All failed nodes are detected

 Eventually accurate: False suspicions will be corrected

 Broken links cannot be ignored

 Limitations due to network partitioning
 Resilience is given by the size of the successor list and

predecessor list
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Failure Recovery

 When a peer detects that its successor has
crashed, it contacts the first peer in its
successor list for recovery
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Fault Tolerance Feedback Loop

 Failures are perturbations on the relaxed-ring
topology.

 Join mechanism is triggering for fixing
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Failure Recovery

upon event <crash | p> do
   succlist := succlist \ {p}
   crashed := {p} ∪ crashed
   if (p = succ) or (p = succ_candidate) then
        succ := nil
        succ_candidate := getFirst(succlist)
        send <join | self> to succ_candidate
   end if
end event
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Failure Recovery

upon event <alive | p> do
   crashed := crashed \ {p}
end event

function betterPredecessor(i) is
   if (i ∈(pred, self )) then
        return (true)
   else
        return (pred ∈ crashed)
   end if
end function
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Failure Recovery Guarantees

 Theorem: Simultaneous failures of nodes
never introduce inconsistent lookup as long
as there is no network partition.

 Proof outline: Based on the fact that only the
predecessor triggers recovery mechanism.
Then, there will not be two predecessors for
the same key.
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Failure Recovery Guarantees

 Theorem: Let r be the root of a
branch, succ its successor, pred its
predecessor, and predlist the set of
peers having r as successor. Let p be
any peer in the predlist set. Then, the
crash of peer r may introduce
temporary inconsistent lookup if p
contacts succ for recovery before
pred. The inconsistency will involve
the range (p, pred], and it will be
corrected as soon as pred (i.e., q)
contacts succ for recovery.

Proof: Two possible
cases based on order.
The ring is eventually
fixed.
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Failure Recovery Triggers Join
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Conclusions

 Grid users design their applications at a high level, delegating lookup
consistency and failure handling to the p2p system
 Can this be done with a realistic failure model that holds for the Internet?

 The relaxed-ring guarantees lookup consistency and ring connectivity
while simplifying the ring maintenance and assuming a realistic
failure detection
 Ring connectivity is maintained by relaxing the ring structure; this allows

handling imperfect failure detection (false suspicions), i.e., Internet-style
failure detection

 Lookup consistency is maintained, with the single limitation that
temporarily the lookup may not succed

 Resilience of the system is currently limited to a fixed number of
permanent node failures (does not currently handle network partitioning)

 We have implemented the system in P2PS and we will use it in the
SELFMAN project to build a self-managing application using storage
and transaction services


